
From: GRAHAM CARR 

Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2019 21:20

To: Wendy Strangeway

Subject: Store Adjacent Kirkdale, Egton, - NYM/2019/0019/FL

 

 

 

Dear Wendy

Referring to the latest correspondence from the applicant I would absolutely object to any

additional hours of business.

The hours that are already in place are constantly being extended, and the promises of keeping

doors closed during working hours just does not happen all the time.

The fact is that when the planning machine is being used the sound goes through the building.

The building is not suitable for the type of business that has such machinery.

The applicant refers to not having any complaints of noise, however there is a lot of evidence by a

previous occupant at Kirkdale cottage, during the previous application, consequently the applicant

had to sound insulate the south side of the building.

At this time I had no complaint, there was the applicant an apprentice and the occasional painter.

The generator was later addition, as the applicant states, when a heavy investment of new

machinery along with 4 extra joiners working them came along, the generator was a cheaper

alternative than installing 3 phase electricity supply needed to run these new machines.

How the applicant can compare the situation from then to now is mind boggling.

 

Referring to the ‘sketch’ of the fencing to the generator, I believe to be inadequate as I would

normally expect to see deep interlocking ‘V’ tongue and grooved joints, coupled to tuning fork

posts, and possibly a protective absorptive layer of mineral Rockwool fibre to one side.

 

Ah, the extended hours. The council has a duty to safeguard the rights of residence in rural

communities against this sort of noise pollution, allowing extra hours would severely impact on our

leisure time in the garden, as previously stated, a 5.5 day week and more staff if the workload

allows, or more obvious, move to an industrial estate site.

 

Regards

 



Graham Carr

Church View

Egton

North Yorkshire.

YO21 1UT

 

 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Planning
Subject: FW: NYM/2019/0019/FL
Date: 17 April 2019 13:32:19
Attachments:

 

 

 
Dear Sir
With regards to the above planning application, we are neighbours adjacent to the joinery
workshop and can confirm that we have never been affected by adverse noise from this
business. We support the application to move the generator and install a window.
We would also like to add that the security light on the end of the building is of great benefit to
us especially in view of the frequent break ins to outbuildings in the area.
There is one point in the pdf document titled public2019-01-14 supporting information which is
of interest to us. In the final paragraph Jack mentions a floor layout plan showing an area noted
B which if becomes available would be used for the joinery business. I can’t seem to see this plan
attached to that document and wondered if you could send us copy of this plan with the
proposed area clearly marked on it.
Kind regards
Tanya and Colin Bailey
 

 
 

Tanya Bailey Tax Manager
Philip Burley & Co

28 Bagdale, Whitby, North
Yorkshire YO21 1QL 

             
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or
privileged material.  Any review, retransmission, dissemination or
other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this
information by persons or entities other than the intended
recipient is prohibited.  If you received this in error, please contact
the sender by using the reply option to this email, and delete the
material from any computer.  The advice and/or information
provided in this email are the works of the individual and not the
opinion of the firm.
Registered as auditors and regulated for a range of investment
business activities in the United Kingdom by the Association of
Chartered Accountants.

http://www.philipburley.co.uk/
mailto:tanya.bailey@philipburley.co.uk
https://twitter.com/burley_co
https://www.facebook.com/WhitbyAccountants/


Licensed by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and
Wales to carry out the reserved legal activity of non-contentious
probate in England and Wales.
Philip Burley & Co. is a trading name of Philip Burley (Whitby)
Limited, a company registered in England. Number 4433591
Associated Office:- Walker & Co. Belgrave Crescent, Scarborough,
YO11 1UB   

 
 



From:
To: Wendy Strangeway
Subject: Hallam Joinery, application reference NYM/2019/0019/FL
Date: 08 March 2019 11:48:22

Dear Wendy
Having viewed the above application I would like to make the following comments:-
 
I am pleased that finally an application has been made, as I originally complained over a year ago
about this noise problem.
I welcome the moving the Super Silent Generator to the side of the building, and that it will be
enclosed, however a condition will need to be put in place to ensure that the fence is of Acoustic
value and not some bit of garden fence and evidence that this will achieve a satisfactory
outcome.
I would also like to ask the NYMNP to make a condition that the work is done, if granted, in a
timely matter as the applicant has been given some time to make this application, and I am
requesting days, not weeks.
 
The movement of stored materials to the front of the building is another welcome addition to
the application, however a condition to the previous application NYM/2014/0612/FL was no
storage of materials to the front of the building allowed, so will be interesting if this happens, or
indeed will be monitored.
 
I think it would be prudent not to allow any further expansion of the workshop until more
acoustic work is carried out, suspended baffle boards to areas of the roof and acoustic material
to the North elevation  as this farm shed acts like a drum, and when assembling various
components, banging etc., along with the machinery, the sound reverberates and can be heard

quite clearly on the south facing elevation of my property and in my Daughters 2nd floor
bedroom. Perhaps a condition could apply here.
 
I am totally against the NYMNP granting any additional hours of trading, which the Applicant
quite rightly thought there ‘may be protestations to this change’ as history shows that any
genuine objections have not been carried out and suggestions regarding lighting, and keeping
the doors closed during working hours have not been met, and so working with NYMNP and SBC
is not something that has been forthcoming, which the applicant,  a Parish Councillor, I find
staggering.
The applicant cited in his explanation for these additional hours (which are already breached
from the operating hours already granted)
Stating other industrial businesses within the village have extended or no restricted hours, but I
do not think that liking the pubs, garage, slaughter house and a Micro distillery, are in the same
league as a joinery workshop in an inadequate farm storage shed.
The Garage closes at 17.30 along with the Forge weekdays and operates until 12.OO on
Saturday, no businesses operate on a Sunday apart from the pubs naturally. This will prove a
huge impact to our lives and urge that all additional hours applied for are refused.
 
I previously referred to the LED flood light that has been on constantly for weeks now. The
applicant has been alerted of this but nothing has been done to rectify this and NYMNP have a
dark sky policy.
I have installed blackout blinds to my sons south facing bedroom as the light shines across the



south facing elevation of my property, and when we go into the kitchen at night, we don’t need
to turn the lights on, as Hallam joinery  illuminates it for me! This light is not needed in the
location it is positioned and with all materials being moved to the rear can be disposed of.

I do believe that these proposals will, at last, bring some sort of respite to the noise situation,
but only under strict conditions being applied and adhered to and regular monitoring carried out
and no additional hours, get more staff is the answer!

If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact me

Yours Sincerely

Graham Carr

Church View
Egton
North Yorkshire
YO21 1UT
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